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Introduction

Background

The INTOSAI Working Group on IT Audit (WGITA) was set up during the XIII INCOSAI held

in June 1989 with the objective of providing support to member SAIs’ in developing their

knowledge and skills in the domain of IT Auditing. Since then the membership of the WGITA

has grown to 50 members (including four observers & 46 SAIs’) as of 2017. SAIs of Fiji,

Mexico, Argentina, Rwanda, and Turkey being the most recent members. SAI India holds the

Chairmanship of the group and the last meeting of the group (its 27th meeting) was held in

Sydney, Australia from 17th to 18th April, 2018.

WGITA works by implementing triennial “work-plans” comprising of various projects. These

projects cover a large spectrum of topics related to IT Auditing. Significant contributions have

been made through the WGITA platform, such as joint development of IT Auditing Handbook,

development of (erstwhile) ISSAI 5300, “Guidelines on IT Auditing”, a guide on “Data mining

as tool in fraud investigation”, a booklet titled, GET.IT (Governance Evaluation Technique for

Information Technology) etc.

In the 24th WGITA meeting held at Brasilia Brazil in April 2016, the WGITA Work-plan 2017-

19 was formalized. Resultantly the subject project titled, “Development of future ISSAIs under

the 5300 Series” was approved by WGITA. The team for this project comprised of eight SAIs,

including SAI India, SAI Brazil, SAI Japan, SAI Poland, SAI South Korea SAI China, SAI USA

and SAI Pakistan as the team lead.

The Project Team

The following members constituted the project team:

Sr.
No.

SAI Name SAI members

1. Brazil Mr. Pedro Coutinho

2. China Mr. Yin Qiang, Deputy Director of International Cooperation
Department
Ms. Yang Li, Deputy Director General of IT Center
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Ms. Wang Shurong, IT Engineer of IT Center

3. India Mr. R.M. Johri, Principal Accountant General
Mr. Deepak Kapoor, Accountant General
Ms. Shubhangi, Deputy Director

4. Japan Mr. Hideki Fujii
Ms. Eri Uwatoko
Ms. Kae Kobayashi

5. Korea Mr. Jinwon Ho, Deputy Director, The Board of Audit and Inspection of
Korea

6. Pakistan
(Team
lead)

Mr. Muhammad Ali Farooq Gheba, Deputy Director
Ms. Madeeha Maqbool, Assistant Director

7. Poland Mr. Pawel Banas, Advisor to President of Supreme Audit Office (NIK)

8. United
States of
America

Mr. Madhav Panwar, Senior Level Technologist/Director

However, subsequently in the XXII INCOSAI held at Abu Dhabi in December 2016, the

INTOSAI Framework of Professional Pronouncements (IFPP) was approved and Strategic

development plan (2017-19) for IFPP was initiated. According to this the 5300 Series (that dealt

with the subject of IT auditing) was shifted from ISSAIs to GUIDs or Guidance. The title of

project was then modified as “Development of future GUIDs under the 5300 Series”, through

WGITA Chair.

Further still, at the 27th WGITA meeting held at Sydney Australia from 17 to 18 April 2018,

WGITA chair informed that INTOSAI had accorded ten slots for the subject of IT auditing from

5100 to 5109. The subject project was adjusted to its current title, “Roadmap for development of

future GUIDs under the 5100 series”, accordingly.
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Section I

1.1 Audit And The Globalized IT Environment

“Globalization is not something we can hold off or turn off. It is the economic equivalent of a

force of nature, like wind or water. There is no point in denying the existence of wind or water,

or trying to make them go away. The same is true for globalization. We can work to maximize its

benefits and minimize its risks, but we cannot ignore it, and it is not going away.” Remarks at

Vietnam National University in Hanoi, Vietnam, on November 17, 2000 by Willian J. Clinton

42nd President of the USA.

Globalization did not become a reality for people overnight. It was the result of steady progress

made by them over the previous century. The permanence of globalization as pointed out by the

Ex-President of the United States lies in the fact that the way people live and conduct their

activities, businesses and other work has essentially changed. This change cannot be reversed

rather only adapted to and managed by considering its risks and benefits. This change has only

been possible due to certain key-drivers which have led to the end result of globalization.

Digitalization and IT represent such key change agents which have enabled the world to become

a global village in the true sense of the word.

Digitalization represents the impact Information Technology has made in the modern age. All

sectors of society have been affected from this change and essentially we now live a growingly

interconnected IT world. The affordable value of IT solutions has enabled them to flourish in

both personal and commercial market domains. Resultantly manual operations are rapidly being

replaced by their corresponding IT solution.

The changing global IT environment has had a profound impact on the working of SAIs. ISSAI-

100 (at Para 17) defines the SAI’s Auditing Environment as,  “The public-sector audit

environment is that in which governments and other public-sector entities exercise responsibility

for the use of resources derived from taxation and other sources in the delivery of services to

citizens and other recipients.”

The Audit environment for the SAIs’ therefore covers the whole spectrum of processes that the

auditee organization undertakes including its interface with further national and international
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public and private sector organizations. Hence Audit has to analyze a matrix of activities to

establish a complete audit trail.

Similarly ISSAI-100 (at para 45) defines understanding an auditee entity as, “Auditors should

obtain an understanding of the nature of the entity/programme to be audited This includes

understanding the relevant objectives, operations, regulatory environment, internal controls,

financial and other systems and business processes, and researching the potential sources of audit

evidence”.

Hence as more and more public sector entities utilize a whole variety of IT solutions, the auditor

is mandated to have a thorough understanding of this IT environment in order to be able to

perform proper audit analysis on the activities of the auditee entity. In the absence of such

understanding any assurance by the auditor would be superficial.

1.2 INTOSAI’s Existing Framework For IT Audit

The Strategic Development Plan (SDP) of the Forum for INTOSAI Professional

Pronouncements (FIPP) was developed in 2016 to come into effect in December 2016 following

the endorsement of the governing board at the XXII INCOSAI in Abu Dhabi. Its purpose was to

provide an overarching framework composed of individual projects that would be used to revise,

develop and withdraw pronouncements.

According to INTOSAI framework IT auditing domain has been placed under 1GUID

(Guidance) 5000 – 5999 Series on “Subject specific Audits”. At present only two

pronouncements pertaining to IT Audit exist, which are:

i. GUID 53002 -- Guidelines on IT Audit. (In the 27th INTOSAI WGITA meeting the title

of subject GUID has been proposed as, “Guidance On Auditing Information Systems”)

ii. ISSAI 5310 -- Information System Security Review Methodology - A Guide for

Reviewing Information System Security in Government Organizations.( In the 27th

INTOSAI WGITA meeting the title of subject GUID has been proposed as, “Guidance

On Auditing Security Of Information Systems”)

1 Row 2.8 Table 3 of SDP for IFPP 2017-19
2 http://www.issai.org/en_us/site-issai/issai-framework/4-auditing-guidelines.htm
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As IT audit is a fast developing field having material impact on the work of SAIs, the existing

two pronouncements do not do cater to all the needs of the SAIs. Not only does IT audit facilitate

the three conventional forms of audit, namely, Financial attest audit, Compliance audit and

Performance audit but it also provides SAIs with necessary capacity to assess the IT functions

implemented in an organization along prescribed objectives. These objectively may include the

reliability, effectiveness and sustainability of the IT function in place in the auditee organization.

Hence a need was felt by WGITA to formulate a roadmap for development of future

pronouncements in IT Audit, which could then be used as a useful reference point by INTOSAI

forums as per requirement.

1.3 Main Objectives For Making The Roadmap Document

This roadmap document has been prepared to act as a primary reference document for future

GUIDs to be developed by INTOSAI under the domain of IT Auditing. The document strives to

encompass the vast domain of Information Technology with an aim to highlight areas against

which guidelines for SAI auditors would greatly facilitate them in conducting their audit

exercise. The document envisages development of future GUIDs in a logical manner so that

coherence is maintained between different pronouncements made from time to time.

This roadmap only identifies significant subjects for development of future GUIDs. The same

could then be used for consideration and evaluation by relevant forums. The target groups for

this product are the Professional Standards Committee and Knowledge Sharing Committee of the

INTOSAI.

1.4 A Live Document

As the IT environment evolves it presents new challenges and opportunities over time. In order

to remain relevant, therefore, this document shall remain a live paper, subject to review after

every five years till the time it is felt by WGITA that saturation with respect to new requirements

has been reached. Moreover, if the Working Group members, in future meetings, deem it

necessary to conduct reviews of the whole or part of the document earlier than the proposed five

years, this may also be accommodated.
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1.5 Methodology

This roadmap represents the continued efforts made by WGITA members in the field of IT

Auditing. Earlier WGITA products such as ISSAIs, handbooks, guides, surveys etc. all have

been used as a knowledge pool for the development of this document. Additional international

publications found relevant to the subject have also been reviewed and used as references with

due citations.
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Section II

2.1 Structure of The “Roadmap”
The structure of this roadmap can be illustrated as follows:

As shown above, this roadmap document envisages encompassing the current IT interventions in

the public and private sectors, related emerging technologies and management practices, all with

an aim to translate such IT system components/areas into specific requirements for future GUIDs

dealing with these specific IT system components/areas.

2.2 The broad contours of today’s IT Landscape
Before going into the specifics of proposing different subjects for development of GUIDs it is

important to have a view of the broad IT landscape. This is necessary to be able to access the

needs for future GUIDs in a comprehensive manner and in order to avoid myopic or shortsighted

proposals.

An IT system in an organization comprises of basic core components which can be classified as

follows:

1. Analyzing the IT Landscape Highlighting Specific/New IT
Areas/Interventions/Solutions

Proposing Suitable GUID to
cover audit requirement for a

specific IT
Area/Intervention/Solution

Figure 1: Roadmap structure
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The above illustration is the simplest possible picture of an IT environment which can be far

more complex in today’s IT world. This rudimentary classification has been given to establish a

clear baseline against which to view and classify IT solutions and their multifarious

manifestations. Moreover these components also necessarily do not in all cases have a sequential

flow and can have multipronged and two-way communications amongst components at any stage

depending upon the nature of IT solution being used.

Input: The component “input” represent all types of devices, processes and actions that have the

final effect of digital information being entered into the IT system of an organization from the

outside environment. The input can vary from application user logins to complex multi-factor

inputs such as from biometric devices, virtual machines and dedicated machines (radar, chemical

monitors, GPS devices etc.). The inputs may also vary in form such as radio waves, satellite

signals, encrypted digital network protocols etc. For example for a 3National Identification

3 Example draws analogy from an IS Audit of National Database & Registration Authority (NADRA) undertaken by
SAI Pakistan
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Issuance Authority using IT systems, input may comprise of form data (i.e. data regarding name,

family details and other testimonials of an individual), biometric data (finger prints, photographs,

iris scan etc.), system user access/authentication data and case review comments/approval

information etc.

Hence inputs of an IT system can be further be classified into a number of categories. Each type

of category represents a specific IT action linked with a specific type of software or hardware

being used for the entry of data. Common categories are, inputs for user access/authentication,

inputs for network communication/protocols, and inputs for business data. With new innovations

the categories under inputs continue to increase.

Processing: Processing represents that component of an IT system where the core operations of

the entity are processed. For example for a National Identification Issuance Authority, the

software application processing the new ID issuance cases would constitute the processing

component. The processing component represents the core business of the auditee entity and is

an area upon which maximum application controls are exercised.

Based on the nature of its operations, the organization may have multiple processing applications

for its needs. For example a hospital IT system may comprise of multiple applications such a

patient management system, a decease record system, a medicine inventory system, hospital

financials etc. On the other hand it may also use full business wide ERP IT solution as well.

A large variety of IT solutions used by organizations fall under this component. From simple

data recording software to complex GIS solutions, decision support systems and financial

analysis tools, various data processing solutions are commonly being used. With growing IT

interventions in the public sector the main manifestation of change is in the application

processing domain and constitutes an important area of understanding for the auditors.

Storage: The storage component of an IT system represents the method by which all kinds of

data pertaining to the IT system is being stored on a temporary or permanent basis. The nature of

storage and its types vary greatly. IT solutions falling under the category of storage form the key

“information assets” of the organization. Management of IT data storage, forms a critical IT

system sustainability and continuity factor for the organization.
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Data from all other components of an IT system, including input, processing and output are

directly or in-directly linked with the storage solution in place in an organization. With rapidly

increasing IT innovations in the storage domain, more and more diversified type of storage

solutions are easily and economically available for domestic and commercial use. Some common

type of storage techniques include, distributed/centralized databases, online real-time replication,

onsite and off-site storage area, data redundancy solutions and data libraries etc.

An organization may deploy more than one storage management tools for its needs. Continuing

with our example of a National Identification Issuance Authority, such an organization may

deploy local temporary databases to hold field office temporary un-processed data, a centralized

database, a data replication system and an off-site data repository solution. An auditor needs to

have a sound understanding of the storage solution implemented in-order to draw an assurance

on the reliability of data being reviewed.

The storage component of an IT system also represents the different type of data storage

algorithms that are used for storing data. Various forms of data encryption techniques are

deployed. Such methods are directly linked with confidentiality of data being stored and form an

important area for audit review.

Output: The output component of an IT system represents the manner in which a client of the

organization can get the required service/data or any other deliverable from the organization. A

number of IT solutions offer both output and input in the same interface for the convenience of

clients. Online banking websites, libraries, HR systems, interactive dashboards are all example of

such IT interventions. However it is important to view output as a separate component of an IT

system as important controls (both application and general) are applicable against the output

solutions implemented in an organization.

Communication: Communication represents the manner in which all the components of IT

system communicate or “talk” with one another and also the manner in which the IT system

communicates with other systems across its environment. IT communication takes place using

different carrier channels. The communication channels in-turn form the communication network

amongst IT devices.
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A communication takes place between two or more devices. It has a basic communication

protocol and a carrier language. The broad spectrum of IT Network solutions fall under the

domain of communications. Affordable and exceptionally time saving means of IT

communication has been a main cause for the overall rapid growth of the IT industry. It has

made different business solutions possible through virtual IT networking. The internet, VPN,

cloud computing etc. are all manifestations of IT communication techniques.

Within a typical IT system, all different components and users of the system talk with one

another. The communication is two-way and is both hardware and software based. Having a

sound understanding of the communication network being used in an IT system is essential to

gauge the security, sustainability and reliability of the IT solution implemented.

Environment: Environment represents “4everything external to a system that interacts with the

system”(Hoffer, George and Valacich, 1998). Moreover everything that exists outside of the IT

system and is capable of directly or indirectly effecting the system also fall under the category of

environment. Hence environment can be the manner in which different users of an IT system

interface with it. The environment can also be the physical conditions in which the IT solution is

implemented. Understanding the environment of the organization is critical to the overall design

of the IT solution. If the same is not done the effectiveness and overall business feasibility of the

IT solution can be compromised.

Managing the IT System: Apart from its core components, an IT system is greatly effected by

the manner in which the “IT function” in an organization is managed. The size, shape and

complexity of the IT solution all depends upon the way in which an organization intends to use,

maintain and draw value from the IT system in place. In turn, all manifestations of IT

management practices become part of the IT landscape. Common features of this area include:

 IT Business Case analysis

 IT Strategic Oversight

 IT Governance

 Internal Controls

 Information assets sustainability

4 Modern System Analysis and Design (Second Edition) by Jeffrey A. Hoffer, Joey F. George & Joseph S. Valacich
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 Information assets redundancy/backups

 Information assets security and confidentiality

Components of IT system such as DRP sites, encryption methods, SLAs etc all are linked with

the broader IT management style of the organization.

2.3 Current Prominent Trends in IT:

A discourse on the IT landscape cannot be complete without highlighting the major technologies

and practices that are presently shaping the IT universe. Some of these are as follows:

 Virtual Private Network (VPN): A VPN is network communication model in which a

private network is “Virtually” extended over a public network.  It is “5constructed though

some form of partitioning of a common underlying communications medium, where this

underlying communications medium provides services to the network on a non-exclusive

basis”(Ferguson and Huston, 1998).

 Digital Signatures: Digital signatures represent the IT replacement of a manual signature

accorded by an individual on a piece of paper. This digital data represent all those

characteristics that manual signatures signify. That is it, “6provides sender authenticity,

message integrity and nonrepudiation” (ISACA, 2013). Digital signatures are

communicated over the internet using secure verifiable protocols such as public keys and

certification authorities.

 The Internet of Things: “7The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical

objects or “things” embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network

connectivity, which enables these objects to collect and exchange data. “Smart City”

initiatives – and connected cars, smart houses, wearables – all largely fall under the IoT

umbrella.” (Mann, 2015)

 Big Data: A large and complex data set comprising of both structured and unstructured

data may be termed as Big Data. Big data ranges from traditional transactional

5 Paper on “ What is VPN “ by Ferguson & Huston April 1998 at website: https://www.potaroo.net/papers/1998-3-
vpn/vpn.pdf
6 CISA Review Manual 2013 by ISACA
7 International Institute for Analytics, Discussion Summary on “The internet of Things: Opportunities &
Applications across Industries”, December 2015
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information and encompasses “8information garnered from social media, data from

internet-enabled devices (including smartphones and tablets), machine data, video and

voice recordings, and the continued preservation and logging of structured and

unstructured data” (Ernst & Young, 2015). Normal database analysis tools are

insufficient to analyze big data information hence more complex analytical methods are

necessary for Big data review.

 Cloud Computing: According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) USA, cloud computing is “a means for enabling on-demand access to shared and

scalable pools of computing resources with the goal of minimizing management effort or

service provider interaction.” That is an approach of acquiring desired IT service without

having to purchase all the required IT equipment.

The Cloud Computing Services can further be classified into three broad categories.

i. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Under this model the 9IT infrastructure

requirements such as Servers, Storage systems, Network equipment etc are

provided by the service provider. The client/customer can then deploy his

application on the hired infrastructure. (Torry Harris, n.d)

ii. Platform as a service (PaaS): Under this model in-addition to infrastructure the

service provider also provides a layer of software development platform for the

client to use and build his/her own applications.

iii. Software as a Service (SaaS): Under this model apart from the above facilities the

service provider provides the software application 10which are made accessible

from various client devices through an interface (United States Government

Accountability Office, 2016).

Illustratively:

8 Article by EY on “ Big Data and Analytics in the audit process: mitigating risk and unlocking value” Sep 2015
9 Article on Cloud Computing by Tony Harris Business Solutions at website:
http://www.thbs.com/downloads/Cloud-Computing-Overview.pdf
10 Report by GAO (USA) on Cloud Computing, April, 2016
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Components of Cloud
System

Service Models
IaaS PaaS SaaS

Application
Data
Runtime
Middleware
Operating System

Virtualization
Servers
Storage
Networks

Figure 3: Components of cloud system with respect of service models

 IoT-Big Data Ecosystems: IoT infrastructure along-with big data are enablers for smart

city solutions. As briefly stated earlier IoT comprises of a multitude of heterogeneous

devices communicating with each other. 11In the IoT-big data ecosystem the numerous

sensors (temperature, humidity airflow, etc.) constitute the “sensing pane” and sense the

target data. The sensed data is reported to the “data pane” through middleware. The

“application pane” then analyzes the data for pre-defined objectives. (Cartier et al., 2018)

Cloud computing provides the platform services to assist the IoT-big data ecosystem.

11 Alexander D. Cartier, David H. Lee, Burak Kantarci, and Luca Foschin, (2018), “IoT-Big Data Software
Ecosystems for Smart Cities Sensing: Challenges, Open Issues, and Emerging Solutions.” In: Lazovik A., Schulte S.
(eds) Advances in Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing. Communications in Computer and Information Science,
vol 707. Springer, Cham
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Figure 4: The 12IoT-big data ecosystem

 Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI): SDI can be defined as, “13a framework of

technologies, policies, and institutional arrangements that together facilitate the creation,

exchange, and use of geo-spatial data and related information resources” (esri). SDI

12 Alexander D. Cartier, David H. Lee, Burak Kantarci, and Luca Foschin, (2018), “IoT-Big Data Software
Ecosystems for Smart Cities Sensing: Challenges, Open Issues, and Emerging Solutions.” In: Lazovik A., Schulte S.
(eds) Advances in Service-Oriented and Cloud Computing. Communications in Computer and Information Science,
vol 707. Springer, Cham
13 http://www.esri.com/library/brochures/pdfs/spatial-data-infrastructure.pdf, accessed 01-12-2018
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provides a standard framework for accumulating and using geo-spatial data and thereby

are a significant driver for GIS (Geographic Information System) solutions.

 Smart Cities: Rapid Urbanization combined with a high influx of IT interventions has

introduced the relatively new concept of “smart cities”. Different researchers have

defined smart cities from different perspectives. Rati Shukla and Punit Kumar Chaubey

in their paper titled, “14A Survey Paper on Applications of GIS on E-governance”,

defines smart city as “a city in which ICT is merged with traditional infrastructures and

synchronized using digital technologies” (Shukla and Chaubey, 2016). The idea is how

technology in general can be utilized to enhance the quality of life in cities and address

social issues such as poverty, health, education etc as well as economic factors,

efficiently.

Alternatively Andres Monzon in his paper titled, “15Smart Cities Concept and

Challenges:  Bases for the Assessment of Smart City Projects” (Monzon, 2015), defines a

smart city as, an integrated system in which human and social capital interact, using

technology-based solutions to efficiently achieve sustainable and resilient development

and a high quality of life.

Irrespective of the defining concepts used, smart city initiatives represent the future of

technology interventions for urban areas. The public sector is likely to be directly

affected but such endeavors and governing the smart cities would be a subject of high

importance for relevant governments. 16Governance of smart cities entails making new

business models involving cross-functional and inter-organizational collaboration for

aligning all city services (Anthopoulos, 2017).

 Virtual Machines (VM): “17A virtual machine (VM) is a software program or operating

system that not only exhibits the behavior of a separate computer, but is also capable of

14 Rati Shukla and Punit Kumar Chaubey, “A Survey Paper on Applications of GIS on e-governance” ISOR Journal
of Engineering (IOSRJEN)ISSN (e): 2250-3021, ISSN (p): 2278-8719 Vol. 06, Issue 05 (May. 2016), ||V1|| PP 48-
59
15 Andres Monzon, “Smart Cities Concept and Challenges:  Bases for the Assessment of Smart City Projects”, M.
Helfert et al. (Eds.): Smartgreens 2015 and Vehits 2015, CCIS 579, pp. 17–31, Springer International Publishing,
2015
16 L.G. Anthopoulos, “Understanding Smart Cities: A Tool for Smart Government or an Industrial Trick?”, pg 259,
Springer International Publishing, 2017
17 Definition of Virtual Machines at website: https://www.techopedia.com/definition/4805/virtual-machine-vm
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performing tasks such as running applications and programs like a separate computer. A

virtual machine, usually known as a guest is created within another computing

environment referred to as a "host." Multiple virtual machines can exist within a single

host at one time.

An allied concept related to use of multiple resources for application processing is that of

“distributed applications”. Distributed applications run on 18multiple systems

simultaneously within a network to achieve specific tasks. If one node goes down the

other nodes can resume the tasks.

 Blockchain Solutions: Blockchain system represents a new emerging IT solution for a

wide array of subjects. Essentially 19Blockchain is a distributed database solution that

maintains a continuously growing list of data records that are confirmed by the nodes

participating in it. There is not central control of transactions in a blockchain system.

Each “block of pre-defined data” are added to the list of the chain of data after

verification by all the nodes in the chain (Yli-Huumo et al., 2016).

The data is recorded in a public ledger. Each transaction data is first shared amongst all

nodes. Each node verifies the public ledger and verifies whether the new proposed block

is valid, i.e was not present before etc. In a consensus manner the new block is made part

of the block chain and the public ledger maintained in its new state. This method of

verification of data blocks is referred to as 20“mining”. This feature adds integrity to the

blockchain system.

Moreover all the nodes in the blockchain are anonymous. Hence privacy of the node user

is ensured.

However different challenges are also prevalent in the use of Blockchain solutions. As

the chain grows longer the verification/mining activity takes more node-resources and

time. Then the block chain assumes that “honest” nodes control the network. If malicious

18 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/distributed-applications-apps.asp, accessed 01-12-2018
19 “Where Is Current Research on Blockchain Technology?—A Systematic Review”, Jesse Yli-Huumo, Deokyoon
Ko, Sujin Choi, Sooyong Park, Kari Smolander, PLOS ONE, journal.pone.0163477, October 2016, pg 2
20 “Where Is Current Research on Blockchain Technology?—A Systematic Review”, Jesse Yli-Huumo, Deokyoon
Ko, Sujin Choi, Sooyong Park, Kari Smolander, PLOS ONE, journal.pone.0163477, October 2016, pg 3
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nodes control more computational power than the good ones the blockchain becomes

vulnerable to the 2151% attack.

Bitcoin has become synonymous with the blockchain concept, nevertheless bitcoin is a

blockchain application. 22Blockchain is the technology that runs the Bitcoin

cryptocurrency. There is a wide scope for application of the blockchain concept apart

from cryptocurrency in areas such as 23smart contracts, property licensing, voting etc.

 Artificial Intelligence (AI): The concept and resulting manifestations of artificial

intelligence have been steading growing over the past few decades. (Carataș Maria Alina,

2018) Alan Turning tests conducted in the 241950’s mark an important event in this

context. The 25test compromised the conversation of a person with a machine in real-time

with the person having to decide whether he was speaking with a machine or another

person. If the machine managed to deceive the person more than 30% of the conversation

time the system was declared intelligent (Wodecki, 2019).

More recently with the rapid growth in IT infrastructure and digitalization processes AI

interventions have greatly increased and have become more advanced. From simple

production-line robotics undertaking routine repetitive tasks to complex health care,

financial and online products, significant resources are being employed around the world

on the development of AI products. (The Institue of Internal Auditors, 2017) Self-driving

vehicles, online targeted search results, visual assistants, optimal delivery routes26 and a

wide array of defense products are further examples of AI growth. In a study, 27Smart

21 “Where Is Current Research on Blockchain Technology?—A Systematic Review”, Jesse Yli-Huumo, Deokyoon
Ko, Sujin Choi, Sooyong Park, Kari Smolander, PLOS ONE, journal.pone.0163477, October 2016, pg 14
22 “Where Is Current Research on Blockchain Technology?—A Systematic Review”, Jesse Yli-Huumo, Deokyoon
Ko, Sujin Choi, Sooyong Park, Kari Smolander, PLOS ONE, journal.pone.0163477, October 2016, pg 23
23 “Where Is Current Research on Blockchain Technology?—A Systematic Review”, Jesse Yli-Huumo, Deokyoon
Ko, Sujin Choi, Sooyong Park, Kari Smolander, PLOS ONE, journal.pone.0163477, October 2016, pg 24
24 “Internal Audit Role in Artificial Intelligence”, Carataș Maria Alina “Andrei Șaguna” University of Constanta,
Gheorghiu Gabriela “Ovidius” University of Constanta, Faculty of Economic Sciences, “Ovidius” University
Annals, Economic Sciences Series Volume XVIII, Issue 1 /2018, pg 441
25 “Chapter-2 Artificial Intelligence Methods and Techniques”, “Artificial Intelligence in Value Creation”, A.
Wodecki, The Author(s) 2019, pg 88
26 “GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES AND INSIGHTS/  Artificial Intelligence – Considerations for the Profession of
Internal Auditing”, The Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. (Global), 2017.
27 “Should Artificial Intelligence Be Regulated?”, Amitai Etzioni, Oren Etzioni, Issues in Science & Technology,
National Academies Of Sciences, Engineering, And Medicine The University Of Texas At Dallas Arizona State
University ,Summer 2017, pg 33
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Tissue Autonomous Robots with partial manual assistance were able to able to

“outperform” human surgeons in a surgery activity related to sewing up part of an

intestine that had been cut (Amitai Etzioni, 2017).

However there is no one standard definition on AI. Some of the more common

definitions’ used are illustrated as follows:

 “28Artificial intelligence refers to cognitive abilities to perform augmenting or

simulating human thinking.”

 “29Artificial intelligence is that activity devoted to making machines intelligent,

and intelligence is that quality that enables an entity to function appropriately and

with foresight in its environment”.

 “30AI describes computing systems that exhibit some form of human intelligence.

It covers a number of interlinked technologies including data mining, machine

learning, speech recognition, image recognition and sentiment analysis. (EY,

2019)”

 “31AI is the study of intelligent agents devices that perceive their environment and

take actions that maximize their chance of successfully achieving their goals.

(ISACA, 2018)”

Based on the cognitive learning capacity of different smart machines, AI has been

conceptually argued to comprise of different categories. The simplest form being

repetitive matches and applications having memory with learning capacity as more

advance form of AI. 32“Computerized personal assistants such as Apple’s Siri,

Microsoft’s Cortana, and Amazon’s Alexa use AI to learn from their users’ behavior how

to better serve them.”

28 “Internal Audit Role in Artificial Intelligence”, Carataș Maria Alina “Andrei Șaguna” University of Constanta,
Gheorghiu Gabriela “Ovidius” University of Constanta, Faculty of Economic Sciences, “Ovidius” University
Annals, Economic Sciences Series Volume XVIII, Issue 1 /2018, pg 441
29 “Should Artificial Intelligence Be Regulated?”, Amitai Etzioni, Oren Etzioni , Issues in Science & Technology,
National Academies Of Sciences, Engineering, And Medicine The University Of Texas At Dallas Arizona State
University ,Summer 2017, pg 32
30 https://www.ey.com/en_gl/assurance/how-artificial-intelligence-will-transform-the-audit, accessed 21-01-2019
31 “Auditing Artificial Intelligence”, Audit & Assurance, ISACA, 2018, pg 04
32 “Should Artific ial Intelligence Be Regulated?”, Amitai Etzioni, Oren Etzioni , Issues in Science & Technology,
National Academies Of Sciences, Engineering, And Medicine The University Of Texas At Dallas Arizona State
University ,Summer 2017, pg 33
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AI has also led to development of other concepts such as Cognitive Computing (CC)

systems. These systems are categorized by their ability to understand the context, self-

update, adapt and interact33.

Moreover in the field of accounting and auditing (Omoteso, 2012) different expert

systems and neural networks represent the products of AI34.

 Forensic Audits: Use of IT solutions have diversified business solutions in both private

and public sector exponentially. More diverse and intricate transactions are now possible

with the IT solutions available. On the positive side this has resulted in more business

opportunities and greater work efficiencies. However it has also introduced its own set of

risks and challenges. The risk of embezzlement, fraud and malpractices have increased

manifold as IT transaction challenges have been added to the traditional set of challenges

related with enforcing financial transparency and accountability. The Association of

Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) estimates that occupational fraud losses cost

organizations $994 billion annually35 (ACFE, 2008). In this backdrop Forensic audits are

gaining significance globally. At the same time IT audit techniques form a necessary

element of investigating a forensic audit exercise.

Forensic auditing has been defined as “36the integration of specialized accounting

knowledge and positive mental attitude to resolve legal issues” (Lessambo, 2018). It

represent a specialized set of investigative accounting skills aimed at reviewing a

plausible fraud event with an aim of producing “credible fraud” evidence before court.

Moreover such is the diversity of a forensic audit exercise that its objectives are based on

a set of standards, rather the users of forensic audits establish their standards on a case to

case basis37. (PCAOB, 2007).

33 “Chapter-2 Artificial Intelligence Methods and Techniques”, “Artificial Intelligence in Value Creation”, A.
Wodecki, The Author(s) 2019, pg 120
34 “The application of artificial intelligence in auditing: Looking  back  to the  future”, Kamil  Omoteso, Expert
Systems with Applications, Elsevier Ltd, 2012, 8491
35 ACFE 2008 Report to the Nation
36 F. I. Lessambo, “Auditing, Assurance Services, and Forensics”, Palgrave Macmillan, Cham, July 2018, pg 447
37 PCAOB (Public Company Accountancy Oversight Board) (2007): Standing Advisory Group Meeting-Panel
Discussion: Forensic Audit Procedures, p. 2
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Section III

3.1 Co-Relating IT Landscape In-to Major And Sub-Areas

As illustrated in the previous chapter the IT landscape is a broad universe of IT components and

related solutions that keep on changing and growing with the advent of new technological

interventions. In order to logically analyze the IT landscape it is important that it is classified

into major and sub-areas. The major areas represent a complete category of IT interventions. For

example some common IT major areas can be: Databases, Wide Area Networks (WAN),

Graphic User Interfaces, Application Development, Application management, Rights

management, Information Security etc.

Accordingly each major area further comprises of multiple subareas. For example Databases

may comprise of subareas such as Data Base Management Systems, Centralized/Distributed

database models, Data backup libraries, Data Warehousing etc. Similarly WAN may include

further sub areas such as internet, VPN, cloud computing etc.

Thus while designing this roadmap the logical correlation between broad IT areas and their more

specific manifestations have been kept in mind and mapped out accordingly.

3.2 The Linkage Between IT Landscape And IT Audit Requirements

The broad spectrum of the IT landscape directly translates into the audit requirement for the use

and analysis of this IT universe. The same can be illustrated as:

For each component of an IT system a separate set of audit requirements arise. For example if

cloud computing is in use in an entity than audit requirement would include on how to measure

Specific IT
Tools/Solutions

An IT Area

Audit
Requirements

Analysis & Usage
of the IT Area's
manifestations

Figure 5: Linkage between IT landscape and Audit requirement
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the reliability and effectiveness of the cloud computing solution in place. It would further

highlight the risks and controls associated with cloud computing and detail on how the auditor

can test the given IT environment to draw an assurance that sound controls are in place.

Moreover each IT area also represents a set of new potential IT tools and techniques which the

auditor can use for management of his/her own audit exercise.

Some major IT Areas and their corresponding audit requirements are as follows:

IT Area IT Audit Requirement
38IT Governance Methodology for review of IT Governance
39IT Development & Acquisition Methodology for review of IT Development &

Acquisition
Network communication Methodology for review of IT Networks
40Outsourcing solutions Review of adequacy of Outsourcing functions
IT sustainability framework Review of adequacy for the IT sustainability framework
IT Application Processing Review of adequacy of Application Controls
Data Repository Systems Review of adequacy of Data storage methods
41Protection of Information System
Assets

Review of adequacy of Information Systems Security

42IT Resource Management Review of adequacy of IT resource management practices.

Hence this roadmap envisages formation of GUIDs on each significant component of the IT

landscape, enabling the auditor to have clarity of concept and sound competency in review of the

complex IT solutions in place in today’s organizations.

3.3 Subjects/Topics Proposed For Development Of GUIDs Under The 5100

Series

During the 27th meeting of WGITA held from April 17 to 18th, 2018 at Sydney, Australia, it was

informed by WGITA chair that INTOSAI had reserved only ten slots on the subject of

GUID/Guidance on IT audit, ranging from 5100 to 5109. As two existing ISSAIs on IT auditing

were to be converted to GUIDs this meant that only 08 slots were available for proposing new

GUIDs with regards to the subject Roadmap project.

38 Handbook on IT Audit for SAI by WGITA & IDI
39 Handbook on IT Audit for SAIs by WGITA & IDI
40 Handbook on IT Audit for SAIs by WGITA & IDI
41 CISA Review Manual by ISACA
42 COBIT Framework by ISACA
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Accordingly based on the prevailing IT landscape and current status of pronouncements

pertaining to IT auditing, the following subjects/topics are proposed for development of GUIDs

in the 5100 Series. Being a roadmap the GUIDs have been proposed in a sequential manner.

GUID 01 represents the most current subject to be addressed whereas GUID 08 represents the

futuristic long-term requirement for guidance.

3.3.1 Enhanced-Level Guidance On Audit Of IT Management Functions Including IT

Governance, Contract Management And Sustainability:

Moving-on from the basic concepts of IT auditing defined in GUID 5100, this guide embodies a

more in-depth and dynamic review of IT management functions of an auditee entity. More

enhanced level checklist and guiding techniques would be part of this proposed GUID enabling

the SAI auditor to effectively audit various IT management functions in an auditee organization.

A rational for proposing this subject separately is that in the public sector the IT management

aspects can at times be delegated to lower tiers of management or not fully comprehended at the

senior level due to rapidly changing dynamics of IT solutions, IT contracts and IS sustainability

requirements (BCP, HR etc). Through SAI audit this guide would facilitate the auditee in

identifying the gaps and improving its IT management efficiency.

The main subjects focused in the GUID would be IT governance, IT contract management and IS

sustainability requirements. The contract segment would include, vender/IT

acquisition/development contracts as well as outsourcing contracts. Under the subject of

outsourcing the proposed document would provide enhanced level guidance to auditors for

accessing whether an outsourcing solution implemented by the organization adequately

safeguards the core functions of the organization, is such a contract efficient and sustainable and

whether all major risks pertaining to the outsourcing model have been covered in the outsourced

IT service agreement.

Similarly IT governance and sustainability subjects would cover review of a range of dynamic

issues, from sound HR planning and strategic need assessments to core technical solution

assessments such as DRP strategies etc.

This proposed GUID may also be viewed from a long term perspective. As technological

solutions evolve rapidly the demand for more current techniques for IT governance, contract
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management and IS sustainability are likely to arise leading to a requirement for their audit

assurance along more current lines. Hence this GUID after its initial version would be an apt

case for future revisions as well.

3.3.2 Guidelines on Performance Evaluation Of IT Systems:

Basic Theme: This proposed GUID would enable the auditor to formulate basic KPIs (Key

Performance Indicators) to gauge the overall performance of an Information System

implemented in an organization. The whole canvas of an Information System from its

infrastructure design to HR management and third party feedback would be covered for audit

assessment, in the guideline. The efficiency of the implemented system in terms of its

deliverables and economy shall be analyzed. Thus the guideline if prepared would significantly

facilitate the Performance Audit exercise being carried out by SAI by enabling them to draw an

quantitative analysis on the performance of the Information System being used the auditee

organization.

3.3.3 Guidance on Cloud Computing Audit:

Basic Theme: This proposed GUID would deal with the specific subject of Cloud Computing, its

various forms and models. It would provide the guiding steps which would enable the auditor to

review the cloud computing solution being used by an organization along parameters such as,

reliability, sustainability, security etc. In detail it would address each component and model of

cloud computing and risks and control measures required for each model.

3.3.4 Guidelines on Big Data Audit:

Basic Theme: This proposed GUID would deal exclusively with the subject of Big Data audit. It

would highlight the different features of Big Data and how the auditor can perform Big Data

analysis in order to further strengthen the audit report and its subject findings. It would guide the

auditor on how Big Data evidence can be correlated with the functions and operations of an

auditee organization and enable the auditor to draw analytical assessment and conclusions from

such collected evidence.

3.3.5 Guidance on Audit Of Smart City Initiatives:

Basic Theme: As deliberated in Section-II above smart city initiatives are an emerging urban

reality around the world. Governments driven by economy, efficiency as well as larger public

demand are increasingly opting for smart city initiatives. As smart city initiatives are inherently
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cross-functional and IT driven, auditing such projects represents a significant future challenge

for the SAIs. SDI, GIS applications and various IoT products apart from the traditional IT system

are most likely to be part and parcel of the smart city functionalities.

In this context this GUID would look to address the broad topic of audit of smart-cities, define its

contours and provide the SAI auditor with facilitating guidance on how to go about auditing a

smart-city project.

3.3.6 Guidance on The Use And Review Of Artificial Intelligence Solutions:

Basic Theme: As deliberated in Section-II above Artificial Intelligence is likely to make a

profound impact on different areas of human life in the years to come. Both private and public

enterprises are likely to embrace the AI evolution. As per a 43study carried out by McKinsey by

the year 2025 one third of total jobs around the world are likely to be taken up by smart robots.

As AI becomes a global reality, it represents a significant impact for the auditing activity. SAIs

would have to re-align and strategize their operational activities as well as long terms goals in

order to gain from the AI evolution. In this context there are two aspects of AI that concern the

work of SAIs:

 Use of AI tools to augment, enhance and update the auditing activities

 Review and assessment of AI interventions adapted by auditee

AI implementation comes with a significant amount of risk that needs assessment and review.

Such interventions are likely to be outsourced to multiple third parties considering their complex

nature of development. 44Some basic risks associated with AI solutions include risk of human

bias and human error in the embedded / AI technology, risk of inadequate testing, risk of not

being able to manage/control the AI product and the risk of harm (financial and non-financial)

associated with AI implementation.

43 “Internal Audit Role in Artificial Intelligence”, Carataș Maria Alina “Andrei Șaguna” University of Constanta,
Gheorghiu Gabriela “Ovidius” University of Constanta, Faculty of Economic Sciences, “Ovidius” University
Annals, Economic Sciences Series Volume XVIII, Issue 1 /2018, pg 442
44 “GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES AND INSIGHTS/ Artificial Intelligence – Considerations for the Profession of
Internal Auditing”, The Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. (Global), 2017
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On the other hand use of AI based techniques such as machine learning, deep learning etc can

significantly enhance the capacity of auditors enabling them to diversely analyze the full

population of data45.

In this context the subject guide is being proposed as a comprehensive document to assist SAIs

in both the use and review of AI manifestations and solutions.

3.3.7 Guidance on Audit Of Blockchain Solutions:

Basic theme: Since 2008 blockchain solutions have emerged as innovative mechanism for

introducing IT interventions in different sectors. There is every likelihood of more and more

solutions being made using the unique decentralized approach of blockchain system. From a long

term perspective this GUID would facilitate the SAI auditor to effectively access a blockchain

implementation from an audit perspective. Considering the specialized area of blockchain the

current subject is proposed as a GUID.

3.3.8 Guidance on Use Of IT For Forensic Audits:

Basic theme: With the growing impact of IT in different business solutions manual evidence as

highlighted in prior sections above, is becoming increasingly obsolete. Moreover IT domain is

also being exploited for various high-end financial irregularities such-as money-laundering,

financial embezzlement etc. Hence there is a plausible case for more demand being placed upon

SAIs with regards to their capacity to dig-out and analyze such financial irregularities. In this

context from a long term perspective forensic audit comprising of significant IT areas are

expected to materialize. This GUID is thus proposed to equip the SAI auditor to be able to aptly

use IT techniques for specific perspective of forensic audit reports.

Note: As highlighted in Section I of this document, during the 27th WGITA meeting held at

Sydney Australia, revision of erstwhile ISSAI 5310 into GUID, “Guidance On Auditing Security

Of Information Systems” was deliberated upon. It was decided during the meeting that Cyber

Security would be made a separate chapter of the subject GUID being prepared. Hence Cyber

Security which was a proposed GUID topic in the initial draft of this roadmap document was

accordingly dropped.

45 https://www.ey.com/en_gl/assurance/how-artificial-intelligence-will-transform-the-audit, accessed 27-10-2019
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However as a result of the final outcome on the GUID on Information Security if Cyber Security

ends-up being excluded from the GUID it is proposed that the Roadmap may be amended

accordingly to include it as an additional component in one of the related proposed GUID topics.
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Figure 6: Roadmap illustration
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Conclusion

The subject project of roadmap development comes at a very opportune time. INTOSAI is

reviewing the framework for its pronouncements and a strategic development plan on the matter

is in place. Through the platform of WGITA our SAI team has the unique opportunity of making

some fruitful contributions/proposals towards the greater objectives of INTOSAI. The current

GUID/ISSAI pertaining to IT Auditing do not completely address the subject of IT auditing in

the working of SAIs. IT auditing is all set to take center stage in all kinds of audit work in the

future and hence mandates further development of pronouncements related to it. In this context

this roadmap is a logical discourse on the subject of IT auditing with an aim of proposing

subjects/topics for development of future GUIDs under the 5100 series of INTOSAI framework.

Additional Recommendations for Working Group on IT Audit:

By working on this roadmap project our team members were able to discuss and research on

various topics pertaining to the field of IT and its related auditing dynamics. Hence apart from

the GUID proposals a few useful ideas/proposals came up during our project activities. There is

potential to use these ideas in future assignments and work-plans to be undertaken by

INTOSAI’s working group on IT Audit. Submissions in this regard are as follows:

 The IT Audit Handbook could be used in its active form - developed in cooperation with

the EUROSAI ITWG. It would give the possibility to add new areas or topics as plug-

ins, and then to work with them in real life audits. The best plug-ins could be upgraded

to the core content of the Handbook.

Being a live document and getting feedback from SAIs’ through plug-ins would make

the IT Audit Handbook an even more useful and futuristic tool for IT Auditing activities

to be undertaken by all SAIs’.

 Formation of IT Materiality: While conducting subject specific IT Audits and accessing

the adequacy of the IT solutions in place in an entity, the auditor is faced with a basic

challenge. That is, how to quantify/grade the lapses in the IT system and translate them

into his/her overall assessment of the IT solution in place.
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In this context a document may be developed that may help auditors to categorize and

rate different controls parameters of an IT solution implemented in an organization. The

same would guide how an IT grading matrix could be established and IT materiality

benchmark defined for the IT system being reviewed.

 WGITA over the years has produced numerous documentations on inter-related fields of

IT-Auditing. As we move on with newer approaches and concepts pertaining to the field

of IT audit there may be a requirement to review the previous work done for their

current-worthiness. The aim could be to “select and update” such products which may

be useful for future use of WGITA and rest may be archived.

 There may be apt case for WGITA to adopt a “base-line” due-process and quality

assurance framework for all products made by it irrespective of the target audience for

that product.

 Another joint IT Audit exercise amongst SAIs may be organized along defined topics as

such endeavors help SAIs to improve and diversify their IT audit practices.
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